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The time is getting closer (if it's not already here
for you) that the gyms are re-opening and it's
time to get back to lifting heavy things up and
down. 

And while the experience of the gym is going to
be differently to what you remember pre-Covid,
the need for a good plan to get you in and
around the gym in the most efficient manner
possible, while moving you forward in your
performance and body composition journey is
still key.

Having a plan will not only make your gym time
more effective, it'll help you ease back in,
minimise post workout pain (as much as that's
going to be possible) and stay injury free.



 training within your ability to recover, 
 minimising pain and reducing injury risk, 
 maximising your recovery.

Training after a long lay off, at least from heavier
lifting, inevitably means a loss of strength. You
probably haven't been lifting particularly heavy
loads compared to pre lockdown, and therefore
your strength will have dropped to the level you
body needs. 
The good news is that although you will need
time to bring your strength back up, it'll take
significantly less time to do so than it took to
build in the first place. 

The keys to your training success are:

1.
2.
3.

Let's break these 3 factors down a little. 



Training needs to stimulate your muscles and
connective tissue in order for them to need to
adapt up to better handle the stresses in the
future. But your ability to adapt up is determined
by your ability to recover from the stresses. 

The magic happens between sessions, not in
them. 

So setting your start point and adjusting your
training loads to allow for good recovery is kind
of a big deal. Especially at the start of your new
phase of training. 

My advice here is to start lighter than you think
you need to. Like ridiculously light. Your focus in
the first couple of weeks is technique. Bringing
that back up to speed, making sure that when
the loads do climb, your body is able to maintain
good position and movement with heavier loads
than you've lifted in 4+ months. 



This is why we'll be starting with lower sets and
I'll encourage you to start almost too light. But
don't worry, the loads will climb soon enough. 

The other benefit of starting light is that you
minimise the DOMS that you might otherwise
get. 

Now don't get me wrong, you're still going to
ache, after all it's been a good while since you
lifted with anything like significant loading and
that'll take it's toll. 

But my job isn't to inflict maximum damage, it's
quite the opposite. 

Minimising muscle ache means you will get more
out of subsequent sessions. It'll also mean that
you minimise injury risk due to compensations
for pain, and from loading up tissues that just
aren't ready to take the bigger loads. 



Get more sleep! Seriously. There is a positive
association between getting enough quality
z's and reduced injury risk. It also helps
reduce the perceived effort in sessions and
reduces stress so reduces catabolism.
Increase your protein intake and eat more
fruit and veggies. Giving your body more of
the nutrients it needs to repair and build new
tissue is kind of important. 

On the recovery front, there are a couple of
really easy ways you can help to maximise
recovery between sessions and help you make
more progress.

1.

2.

Let's not over complicate things here. This isn't
really the best place to go into the weeds of all
the ways you can maximise your training and
recovery. 

Focus on improving the basics first.



This program is to be performed with care and
only after consultation with a medical doctor to
ensure you are
healthy enough for vigorous exercise. Dave
Ballantine Personal Training does not assume
any responsibility for injuries or health
complications incurred during training.

Now, let's get on to the program!



 Mostly, I haven't specified the exact exercise
for you to do, for example I'll put "deadlift
variation". Your job is simply to slot in the
variation you prefer or want to work on.
There is an exercise list to give you some
ideas at the end. 
 We'll be using a reps in reserve/ RPE system
in the program. So if I write,"2x5 at a 7" that
means you'll work up to a weight you can
handle for 5 reps at a 7/10 effort or with 3
reps left in the tank. This allows for daily
fluctuations in energy levels.
 Your time in the gym is likely limited, so rest
as much as you need but as little as you have
to to get through the session in time. 

The program is set out on the next page, but a
couple of notes first. 

1.

2.

3.



Session 1

A. Deadlift variation work up to 2x5 at 7rpe

B1. DB press/ bench press 3x10 at 7rpe
B2. Lunge/ split squat 3x8-10/side at 7rpe

C. Face pull 2-3x 15 at 8

D. Hamstring curls 2-3x12 at 8

D. Plank variation 2-3x30s

Warm up

Foam roller upper back extension 1x5 

Side lying T spine rotations 1x5/ side

Best stretch in the world 1x5/side

Hindu pushup 1x5-8

Squat 1x12



Session 3

A1. Press variation 2x7 at 7rpe
A2. Bench T spine extension x30s hold

B1. Hinge variation 3x12 at 7rpe
B2. Row variation 3x10 at 8rpe

C1. Triceps extensions 2-3x 12 at 8

D. Loaded carry 2-3x30s/ side

Session 2

A1. Squat variation 2x5 at 7rpe
A2. Ankle mobility 2x8/s

B1. Incline DB press/ bench press 3x12 at 7rpe
B2. Hinge variation 3x10 at 7rpe

C1. Leg extensions 2-3x 12 at 8

D. Anti rotation core variation 2-3x30s/ side



Progressions

So you are starting light and (relatively) easy. 
But in order to make progress, you are going to
have to increase load/ sets over the next few
weeks. 

For exercise in the A supersets:
Week 1 as programmed, week 2 add 1 set,
week 3 add 1 more set to get 4 total sets. 

All other exercises will be adjusted by
increasing load as appropriate to remain in the
RPE 7-8 range. 

Like I said, we're not going to over complicate
this!

If you have questions, just get in touch and I'll
be happy to help.



Exercise lists

Deadlift variations: BB deadlift, Trap bar DL, KB
DL, Romanian DL

Squat variations: Back squat, front squat, Goblet
squat, Leg press

Press variations: Bench press, DB press, Chest
press

Hinge variations: The deadlift options plus glute
bridges, hip thrusts, hip thrust machine. Double or
single leg variations

Lunge/ split squat options: Forward or reverse
lunge, rfess, split squat, step up

Row options: Seated row, bentover bb row, DB
row, cable row.

Plank variations: plank, hollow body, rollout

Anti rotation options: Pallof press,  anti rotation
plank, Russian twist

For video demos of each exercise you can check
them out on my Youtube channel,  Click here!



The End. 

I hope you enjoy the return to the gym as much
as I will be! Remember that although the

experience may be a little different to what you
are used to, you can still work hard and the get

the best out of the situation. 

Train hard, stay safe. 

Dave.


